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in particular, can be an alternative or complementary approach for
analyzing road safety from a broader perspective than that of colli-
sion statistics alone. The widely accepted definition of a conflict
is “an observational situation in which two or more road users
approach each other in space and time to such an extent that a colli-
sion is imminent if their movements remain unchanged” (7 ). The
core concept of this definition is the collision course and that vari-
ous chains of events may lead road users to collide. This observa-
tion led to the proposal of a probabilistic framework to predict road
users’ positions and evaluate their probability of collision. This paper
refines and expands the previous framework, adding more severity
indicators, and applies it to explore a large data set of video recordings
of collisions and conflicts.

RELATED WORK

Road safety studies traditionally rely on historical collision data. As
reported by Davis and Morris (8), significant effort has been put into
developing the Highway Safety Manual (HSM): the main tools are
statistical models of observational data, using generalized linear
models to describe baseline associations between collision frequency
and observable road features, and the effect of countermeasures is
captured through empirically determined collision modification fac-
tors. Yet there are well-recognized problems of availability and qual-
ity associated with collision data. Collision data are also intrinsically
ill suited for understanding the mechanisms that lead to collisions.

An important concept to model is exposure (9). Recent work has
shown that elementary units of exposure can be developed on the
basis of known aggregate measures, such as annual average daily
traffic (10). The framework is interesting and supports choices made
in this paper for the categories of interaction, but it is disconnected
from microscopic data collected in the field.

Davis and Morris expect that the statistical models proposed in the
HSM “will be replaced by models explicitly describing mechanisms
underlying crash occurrence” and advocate simulation models, in par-
ticular because those that “capture underlying mechanisms are usu-
ally able to represent a richer and more detailed set of alternatives than
are statistical models” (8). Use of microscopic traffic simulation for
safety analysis is not a new idea (11), but it is receiving renewed inter-
est. FHWA funded the Surrogate Safety Assessment Model project to
develop a program to automate conflict analysis from the vehicle tra-
jectory data generated by traffic simulations (1). Two theses address
the topic (2, 3), demonstrating that microscopic traffic simulation may
be used for the estimation of road safety and performance effects of
changes in the transportation system.

The limitations of traffic simulation are related to the difficulty of
calibrating models and the suspicion that the models are too simple
to replicate complex behaviors. In-field collection of data, in partic-
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Road collisions are a worldwide pandemic that can be addressed through
the improvement of existing tools for safety analysis. A refined probabilis-
tic framework is presented for the analysis of road-user interactions. In
particular, the identification of potential collision points is used to esti-
mate collision probabilities, and their spatial distribution can be visual-
ized. A probabilistic time to collision is introduced, and interactions are
grouped into four categories: head-on, rear-end, side, and parallel. The
framework is applied to a large data set of video recordings collected in
Kentucky that contains more than 300 severe interactions and collisions.
The results demonstrate the usefulness of the approach for studying
road-user behavior and mechanisms that may lead to collisions.

Various approaches have tried to improve understanding of the mech-
anisms that lead to road collisions. An important distinction is whether
analysis relies on microscopic data collected from the field. Recent
interest in the use of traffic simulation for safety analysis (1–3) can be
attributed to the difficulty of collecting adequate microscopic data, as
stated by Cunto:

Ideally, it would be preferable to obtain measures of traffic turbulence
[i.e., safety performance] directly from field studies. However, such an
approach [is] still not feasible given that it would require real-time mon-
itoring of vehicles in the traffic stream, including those rare combina-
tions of events when a crash is observed and this type of information is
not readily available. (3)

The present work attempts to tackle the challenge of automatically
monitoring all road users, including pedestrians, and extracting their
trajectories for safety purposes. The data are collected by using video
sensors, and computer vision techniques are used to process the video
data (4).

Saunier and Sayed proposed a probabilistic framework (5), which
relies on the concept of the safety hierarchy, that is, there is a con-
tinuum of all road users’ interactions with collisions at the top,
undisturbed passages or safe interactions at the bottom, and traffic
conflicts somewhere between the two (6). The safety hierarchy is
matched by a severity hierarchy, which is based on severity indica-
tors that measure the proximity of an interaction to a collision. It is
thought that the observation of all interactions, and traffic conflicts
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ular of surrogate safety measures (12), is necessary for tackling the
problem and diagnosing real-world situations such as existing black
spots. Such data are collected with various levels of automation.
Collection of traffic conflicts has been extensively studied since
their conceptualization in the late 1960s, but it is still largely per-
formed manually by on-site observers (6, 13, 14). The extreme value
method was applied by Songchitruksa and Tarko to estimate the fre-
quency of right-angle collisions at signalized intersections by rely-
ing on the postencroachment time, which limits the categories of
interaction that can be characterized (15). Davis et al. outlined a
causal theory and built a minimal model capable of rigorously rep-
resenting traffic conflicts and crashes, relying on the description of
the evasive action (16). Yet little work has been done that relies on
automated collection of road users’ trajectories with the primary
goal of safety analysis (17–22). This work and the previous work on
which it is built (4, 5) are unique in their attempt to develop auto-
mated systems supporting a general framework for the analysis of
road users’ interactions and their severity.

PROBABILISTIC FRAMEWORK 
FOR SAFETY ANALYSIS

Moving-Object Trajectories

Road users have a certain size but are represented for simplicity by
a point, for example, their centroid. The measurement of their posi-
tion in space at each instant constitutes a trajectory. A trajectory is
a mapping from a finite set I ⊂ � (I is typically a finite set of time
instants at regular intervals) to �2 (the two-dimensional plane) (23):

The trajectory T of each road user U is measured for the time of its
existence in a region of interest. Let U(t0) represent the knowledge
available about a road user U up to time t0, for example, its past n
observed positions T(t−n+1), . . . , T(t−1), T(t0). Studying the probabil-
ity of collision requires the ability to predict road users’ future posi-
tions. Let (t) be the prediction made at t0 for the position of U at

t ≥ t0, that is, based on the knowledge available about U at t0.

General Collision Probability

The probability at time t0 for two road users Ui and Uj to collide is
the probability of the event Collision (Ui, Uj) of the two objects
being at the same place at the same time at a later time t ≥ t0. Let
Proximity�(A, B) be a function mapping from �2 × �2 to {0,1},
called the proximity function, defined in the following way for a
given distance d and threshold �:

The probability at time t0 of a future collision for two road users Ui

and Uj, denoted P(Collision(Ui, Uj)⎟Ui(t0), Uj(t0)), is the probability
that there exists an instant t ≥ t0 such that 

It can be written by using the complementary event that no colli-
sion occurs at any instant t ≥ t0 (an upper limit t1 is added to take into
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account a reasonable amount of time for the road users to collide
as they pass through the scene):

In the following, the conditional part of the probabilities is dropped
for simplicity. The probability of noncollision at t, that is, of the prox-
imity function Proximity� to be 0 at t, is the joint probability of the road
users being in positions at t further than the given distance �, which,
assuming that the road users move independently, can be computed by

The independence assumption relies on the definition of traffic con-
flicts as interactions in which a collision is imminent if the road
users’ movements remain unchanged, that is, if the road users do not
react to each other. If it is possible to draw from the distribution of
possible future positions for road users, the probability of collision
may be computed by simulation, counting the number of situations
in which the proximity function is equal to 0.

Movement Extrapolation

Road users have particular dynamics that can be described by prior
knowledge of their motion model and empirical knowledge learned
from observations. This work relies on learning the distribution of road
users’ trajectories from observations (24), which can be used to pre-
dict road users’ future positions with associated probabilities. More
precisely, an extrapolation hypothesis H is defined by a trajectory I ⊂
� → �2 : t → H(t) = (x(t), y(t)), derived from an observed prototype
trajectory by translation and resampling, with a probability P(H) of the
road user following the extrapolation hypothesis. Each road user Ui can
be assigned at t0 a finite set of Mi extrapolation hypotheses {Hi,1, . . . ,
Hi,Mi} such that ∑1≤m≤Mi

P(Hi,m) = 1. For NU road users existing at time t0,
the sample space is the Cartesian product {H1,1, . . . , H1,Mi} × . . . ×
{HNU,1, . . . , HNU,MNU

}. Each road user is assumed to follow an
extrapolation hypothesis independently from other road users.

It is then possible to enumerate the road users’ predicted positions
at each future instant t ≥ t0 for a limited time horizon (see t1 in Equa-
tion 2) and identify the instants at which the proximity function will 
be 1, called collision points. A collision point CPn is defined for two
extrapolation hypotheses Hi,mi and Hj,mj as the first instant tn ≥ t0 at which
Proximity�(Hi,mi(tn), Hj,mj(tn)) = 1. Let f be the function that associates 
to each pair of extrapolation hypotheses a collision point if it exists, or
the element NoCollision ( f is symmetric with respect to its inputs), and
let g1 and g2 be the inverse functions defined over the collision points
that return the extrapolation hypotheses that lead to the collision point.
If f(H1, H2) = CP, then g1(CP) = H1 and g2(CP) = H2 (or vice versa).

Case of Two Isolated Road Users

The first simple case of two isolated road users Ui and Uj is consid-
ered (as if there are only two road users in the region of interest).
They may collide at any of NCP potential collision points. The event
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of their collision at collision point CP is denoted Collision(Ui, Uj,
CP), which can be written simply Collision(CP) since CP is associ-
ated with the two given extrapolation hypotheses of the two road
users that lead to it. The probability of Collision(CP) is approxi-
mated by the product of the probabilities of following g1(CP) and
g2(CP). This can be written as

The formula presented by Saunier and Sayed (5) as a collision prob-
ability is very close to Equation 4 but cannot be properly considered
as a probability and is referred in this paper as the severity index.
The formula to compute the severity index for two road users Ui and
Uj at t0 is

where σ is a normalizing constant, equal to an average user reaction
time (chosen as 1.5 s in this paper).

Collision Probability and Other Indicators 
for Any Number of Road Users

However, analysis of the situation is much more complex if all road
users are considered (and if there are three or more road users). The
probability of collision at a collision point CP is the probability of
the road users following the extrapolation hypotheses leading to the
collision point and not having previously collided with other road
users. As in the previous case, the NCP collision points are enumer-
ated for all road users and are now ordered by their predicted instant
of occurrence so that tn ≤ tn+1 ∀ 1 ≤ n ≤ NCP − 1.

The probability of collision at the collision point CPn is the prob-
ability of the corresponding road users to follow g1(CPn) and g2(CPn)
and that there is no collision point CPm with another road user occur-
ring before CPn (i.e., with m < n) involving one of the previous extra-
polation hypotheses (i.e., such that there exists another extrapolation
hypothesis H and f(g1(CPn), H) = CPm or f(g2(CPn), H) = CPm). This
can be computed recursively as

Obtaining the individual collision probability for a single road user
and a pair of road users at t0, as well as the severity index for a pair
of road users, is then a matter of summing over the corresponding
collision points:
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The expected time to collision (TTC) for two road users Ui and Uj

can also be computed in this framework if P(Collision(Ui, Uj)) > 0,
that is, if there is at least one collision point:

In a simple example with three road users and four collision points,
presented in Figure 1, the resulting probabilities of collision at the
collision points are

The probabilities of collision for the pairs of road users are the sum
of the probabilities of collision at the corresponding collision points,
CP1 and CP2 for U1 and U3, CP3, and CP4 for U1 and U2. These are
also respectively the individual collision probabilities of U3 and U2

since they are each involved in a potential collision with only one
other road user, U2. Finally, the individual probability of collision for
U1 is the sum of the probabilities of collision at all collision points.

Interactions and Categories

The elementary traffic events considered in the analysis are road
user interactions. An interaction is defined as a situation in which
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FIGURE 1 Simple example of three road
users in interaction at three-leg intersection:
four collision points, CP1, CP2, CP3, and CP4,
at respective times t1, t2, t3, and t4, ordered
temporally. (U3 is too early at point of
intersection for hypotheses H2,1 with H3,1 and
H3,2 for collision point to be considered.)



two or more road users are close enough in space and time, and their
distance is decreasing. This is a necessary condition for road users
to collide, that is, some form of exposure to the risk of collision fol-
lowing the definition by Elvik et al. of “an elementary unit of expo-
sure . . . as any clearly defined and countable event that generates an
opportunity for an accident to occur” (10). This is implemented as a
test over the distance between road users, and over the cosine of the
angle θ between the relative velocity, that is, the difference of the
road users’ velocities, and the vector that links the vehicle positions
(see Figure 2). The actual condition is cos (θ) ≥ 0, and a value close to
1 means that vehicles are heading almost straight toward each other.
Simple measurements are made for all interactions at all instants,
namely, the distance, cosine of the velocities, and speed differential
(norm of the difference of the velocities). The collision probability,
severity index, and TTC are also computed at each time instant: if there
is no collision point between the interaction road users, the collision
probability and severity index are 0, and TTC is undefined.

Interactions are classified according to the relative trajectories of
the road users. Four categories are proposed similarly to those of
Elvik et al. (10):

• Head-on: road users moving in opposite directions;
• Rear-end: road users following each other, potentially on 

different lanes;
• Side: road users originating from potentially conflicting direc-

tions, for example, at intersections; and
• Parallel: road users traveling in parallel in the same direction in

different lanes.

Categories are identified by counting the number of instants at
which the angle ϕ(t) between the road users’ velocities is within
some intervals:

• If ϕ(t) ∈ [−30°, 30°], the instant t counts for rear-end or paral-
lel interactions.
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• If ϕ(t) ∈ [−180°, −150°] or ϕ(t) ∈ [150°, 180°], the instant t
counts for head-on interactions.

• If ϕ(t) ∈ [30°, 150°] or ϕ(t) ∈ [−150°, −30°], the instant t
counts for side interactions.

Rear-end and parallel interactions are further differentiated by
the relative position of the road users for their common direction
of movement. These rules may be crude and arbitrary, especially
because interactions may last some time and really belong to dif-
ferent categories at different intervals. But they help to broadly
categorize interactions. All the conditions and measures used to
characterize interactions are symmetric with respect to the two
road users, as they should be.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF COLLISIONS
AND CONFLICTS

Data Set and System Description

The framework proposed in this paper is used to explore a large data
set of video recordings of traffic conflicts and collisions in Kentucky.
The data set was first mentioned by Kim (22), who used it to test the
video-based tracking system. All the analysis reported here was car-
ried out with the video recordings as the only source of information.
Another report provides details about the origin of the data (25). There
are two subsets of video recordings, miss and incident, correspond-
ing, respectively, to traffic conflicts of mild to high severity and col-
lisions. It is not clear from the work of Green et al. how the severity
was estimated to identify the subset of traffic conflicts (25). Each short
video recording is composed of two subsequences with opposite
viewpoints taken from two different cameras, each less than 10 s long.
For this study, only one of these is used. Each recording contains, or
should contain, one clear interaction, that is, a traffic conflict or
a collision. From the original set of 238 traffic conflicts, nine were
removed because of the poor quality of the video or because no obvi-
ous relevant traffic event was recorded. For similar reasons, 15 colli-
sions were not considered from the original set of 116 collisions. In
some cases, it appears that the recording started after the event of
interest. It is not always clear if a collision occurred for interactions in
the collision subset. Although the framework proposed in this paper
is generic and can deal with all road users, the interactions contained
in this data set involved only motorized vehicles.

The calibration of the scene is necessary to recover the real-world
positions of the road users from their coordinates in image space. A
robust method was developed to integrate various pieces of geomet-
ric information found in urban traffic scenes and address situations
where little is known about the location, which is common when
data are obtained from traffic cameras installed previously (26); see
Figure 3. The quality of the video data makes detection and track-
ing of road users a challenge. The video recordings have a resolu-
tion of 352 pixels wide by 240 pixels high, and varying levels of
compression, color aberrations, and so forth affect image quality.
All the challenging conditions are covered, with various times
of recording (day and night) and weather conditions: sunny days,
which have strong shadows, and snow, fog, and rain (sometimes at
night, when the reflection of vehicle headlights causes significant
glare). Although these issues made some recordings impossible to
analyze, detection and tracking of road users was possible in most
recordings (see Figure 4) by using a video-based system devel-
oped previously (4). The parameters for tracking were taken from

Δv
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U
1

distance

v2

v1θ

FIGURE 2 Interaction measurements at
each instant. Two road users are defined
to be in interaction if distance is below
given threshold and cos (�) ≥ 0 (� is
angle between relative velocity � →v �→v1 �

→v2 and vector that links road users’
positions).



a previous validation study done on a separate data set in which an
automated search for the best parameters was conducted (27 ).

The distribution of road user trajectories, in the form of prototype
trajectories, was determined by using a distance of 4 m (24). All pairs
of road users existing simultaneously are considered. If they satisfy
the conditions of interaction, their positions are extrapolated with the
prototypes, the collision points are identified, and the severity indica-
tors computed automatically. The distance threshold for the proxim-
ity function is set to 1.7 m, which corresponds to a typical minimum
width of current cars. Assuming that road users’ estimated positions
are close to their centers, a location at a distance of less than this
threshold means a collision occurred or was barely avoided.

Example of Interactions

Most interactions of interest in the data set are categorized as either
side or parallel interactions, on which the rest of this study will
focus. The collision probability and TTC as a function of time are
represented for a few interactions of the two subsets in Figure 5. It
was found that the severity index did not carry much additional
information (it combines the collision probability and TTC) and is
therefore not displayed. A very distinctive feature is that overall, the
TTC exhibits a decreasing trend as time goes by for collisions, as
one would expect. On the contrary, the TTC reaches a minimum,
then increases again for the traffic conflicts, as the road users man-
age to avoid the collision. It may be surprising that extrema for the
two indicators may be reached at different instants. Yet the gap is
typically limited and is related to difficult tracking and less-accurate
movement extrapolation when the road users become very close.

DISTRIBUTION OF INDICATORS 
AND COLLISION POINTS

To plot the distributions of indicators for all interactions, an
aggregated measure is needed to characterize each interaction. A
method similar to the one adopted by Saunier and Sayed is used
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(5), namely, to average the n maximum (respectively, minimum)
values for the collision probability (respectively, for the TTC).
The distributions are drawn for interactions with an aggregated
collision probability above a given threshold, set to 0.1 in these
results. The distributions are plotted for the two subsets of traffic
conflicts and collisions in Figure 6. It would be expected that col-
lisions would exhibit more-severe indicator values. This is not
obvious on the plots, although collisions reach higher collision
probabilities, and there is a high proportion of them with TTC
around 0.5 s and 1 s. The two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
was used to compare the sample distributions of each of the two
indicators for the two subsets: the distributions were found to dif-
fer significantly at 4% and 1%, respectively, for the collision
probability and the TTC.

It is also possible to study the spatial distribution of the interac-
tions and in particular their potential collision points. For the same
interactions as previously, the maps of all the collision points are
plotted in Figure 7. It can be seen that the distribution is quite dif-
ferent, although conclusions are difficult to draw since the condi-
tions of the data collection are unclear. This type of visualization
should be useful for exploring large amounts of microscopic road
safety data.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

An important aspect of this work is the level of automation of the
data processing. Except for the sample of manually chosen interac-
tions, all the processing can be done automatically. Yet, it would be
difficult to rely on the tool without verifying its output. Only the side
and parallel interactions were studied in detail, because the data set
contains very little actual rear-end interactions and no head-on inter-
actions. The interactions detected by the system as rear-end or head-
on cover a lot of normal interactions, or at least interactions not as
severe as some computed indicators could imply. These limits are
first and foremost the limits of the current video-based systems for
road user detection and tracking in urban intersections. The second
source of errors in this analysis was the challenging data quality and
the lack of information.

However, this system can be useful in the exploration of road
safety data. A particular focus is the development of methods robust
to errors and noise characteristics of real data, to produce aggre-
gated results such as distributions that can be used for road safety
diagnosis.

Another limitation of this study is the available data set with its
high proportion of severe interactions. Conclusions are difficult,
unlike, for example, studies of data collected before and after a
countermeasure is implemented. The lack of normal traffic makes
comparisons difficult and has an influence on the distribution of the
prototype trajectories used for the prediction of road users’ posi-
tions. Evasive actions may therefore have been picked up as proto-
type trajectories. It is believed that the impact is limited because
these trajectories should not be common and therefore have low
probabilities.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a refined probabilistic framework for the
analysis of road user interactions. In particular, the identification of
potential collision points was used to estimate collision probabili-

FIGURE 3 Reference grid in world coordinates projected in image
space and overlaid on video frame. Grid spacing is 2 m, height of
displayed vertical line segment (in blue) is 4 m.



ties, and their spatial distribution can be visualized. The framework
was applied to a large data set of more than 300 severe interactions
and collisions collected in Kentucky. Despite the quality of the data,
the road users could be tracked and their interactions studied, includ-
ing the computation of the proposed severity indicators. This
demonstrates the usefulness of the approach in studying road user
behavior and mechanisms that may lead to collisions.

Future work will explore the possibility of simulating future posi-
tions to generate more-varied outcomes and improve the robustness
of the computation of the probability of collision. It will also focus
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on the validation of the proposed measurements and severity indi-
cators with respect to other methods for road safety analysis, in par-
ticular as based on historical collision data.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIGURE 4 Examples of video recording conditions with road users’ tracks, identification number, and speed overlaid.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIGURE 5 Plots of collision probability and TTC at each instant for small sample of interactions (without any postprocessing) from two
subsets of collisions (a, c, e) and traffic conflicts (b, d, f ). Interactions plotted in (a)–(d) are categorized as side interactions; those on last
row (e and f ) are categorized as parallel interactions.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 6 Distribution of maximum collision probability and TTC for interactions in subsets of (a) traffic conflicts and (b) collisions.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 7 Maps of distributions of collision points (two-dimensional hexagonal binning plot) for two subsets of sequences: (a) traffic
conflicts and (b) collisions.
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